
















MammuttiStone ▪ 9

Shape, size, and foliation vary from one type of 
MammuttiStone to the next. The talc in MammuttiStone 
consists of small fl akes and forms a uniform and foliated 
network surrounding the magnesite grains. Magnesite, 
on the other hand, can exist in a foliated talc mass as 
elongated granules or circular grains. The diameter of 
magnesite grains can vary from less than 0.5 mm to as 
great as 10 to 15 mm. Some individual grains can be 
even bigger. On the basis of their internal structure, the 
different varieties of MammuttiStone can be divided into 
three main categories, which all have their own distinct 
qualities.

All grains of MammuttiStone types with strong 
schistosity or cleavage structure are clearly foliated on a 
certain plane. Especially fl aky minerals are systematically 
foliated in the direction of a particular plane. These types 
of MammuttiStone cleave easily in one direction, and, for 
example, their thermal conductivity is signifi cantly better 
in the direction parallel to the cleavage plane than in 
those perpendicular to it. If positioned correctly, this type 
of fi ne-grained MammuttiStone can withstand extremely 
high thermal stress. 
 The linearly symmetric structure of strongly lineated 
and crinkled MammuttiStone types is caused by the 

manner in which the elongated magnesite grains are 
systematically positioned in a certain linear orientation, 
and by the stacks of talc fl akes, which have crinkled 
into folds. These types of MammuttiStone have almost 
identical mechanical strength in all directions, but the 
thermal conductivity is better in the direction parallel to 
the fold ridge than in any other direction. These types 
of fi ne-grained, crinkled MammuttiStone are the most 
suitable for withstanding thermal stress, such as repeated 
intensive heating and cooling. The talc forms a network 
surrounding the magnesite grains, or a mineral mass, 
which encloses the grains (Picture 10) and increases the 
ability of MammuttiStone to withstand intense thermal 
stress and high temperatures. Of the various types of 
MammuttiStone, this soapstone variant represents the 
highest quality. 

In more mass-like and poorly foliated MammuttiStone,
the talc is randomly foliated but the dimensions of 
magnesite grains can be alike in all directions. The thermal 
conductivity of mass-like MammuttiStone variants is 
nearly the same in all directions and proportional, in 
addition to temperature, to the average grain size of the 
stone.

Picture 10. Polarisation microscope image of a fi ne-grained talc-magnesite type of MammuttiStone. The talc consisting of small 

fl akes is green in the picture. The talc mass surrounds the magnesite grains, which are approximately 0.5 millimetres in diameter;

they are grey in the picture. The photograph is taken from the direction of the lineation; i.e., the longest dimensions of talc and 

grey magnesite grains extend from the direction from which the picture is taken.

The internal structure (texture) of MammuttiStone










